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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF WELL FOUNDATIONS

PART -II

(l). Sinking of Well:

• Sinking of well can be done by three methods-open sinking,

pneumatic sinking and jack downing method. The common method

is open sinking.

•The open sinking operation involves lowering of well by dredging

in dredge hole. The plate grab can be used in soft strata like sandy

silt, soft clay, sandy clay, dense sand etc. In hard and stiff clay

strata, a heavy-duty chisel is used to fracture the strata, followed by

dredging of any type. In order to increase load for sinking the

kentledge loading and skin friction reduction measures such as

water jetting on outer side of well may be resorted to.

•The level and alignment (tilt and shift) of well is checked and

recorded regularly. This is very important step and must be carried

out regularly.

•Dredged material should not be heaped on one side of the well to

avoid tilt and shift.

•The cycle of steining casting and sinking is continued up to the

last lift, until the well reaches to founding level.
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Fig 29. Sinking of well by dredging using grabber buckets
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(m). Seating of Well and Construction 

of Sump:

• Well has to be uniformly seated on

founding strata. It should be ensured that

soil strata at founding level and upto a

depth of 1.5 times well diameter be

uniform and should be identical to that

adopted in design.

• If the well is in hard steeply sloped rocky

strata, pneumatic method of sinking may

be adopted to seat evenly.

• A suitable sump (preferably diameter of

well/6) should be provided.
Fig 30. Sinking of well.
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Fig 31. Manual removal of soft earth inside sunken dry wells to 

seat it properly.

• In sandy strata, light blasting may be done for consolidating the soil 

and loose material should be dredged out thereafter.

•The final level of cutting edge and sump should be jointly recorded.

Fig 33. Inside view of a well.

Fig 32. Measurement of sump after 

seating of well and sump construction.
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(n). Construction of Bottom Plug:

• As soon as founding level is achieved, the safe bearing capacity(SBC)

test is carried out in order to confirm the value taken in design.

• After approval of competent authority, the bottom plug concreting is

done by Tremie or Skip box method.

• The top level of bottom plug should be kept minimum 300 mm above

the top of the well curb.

• Concrete should be poured without interruption upto the required

level as per drawing.

• The concrete mix used in bottom plug should have minimum cement

content 330 kg/cum with slump nearly 150 mm or as specified in

design.

• Soundness of bottom plug should be checked by dewatering the well

after 7 days of bottom plugging to a level of 5 m below surrounding

water level and checking the rise of water, which should not be greater

than 10 cm/hr.
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(o) Sand Filling:

• After soundness check of bottom

plug, sand filling may be done. The

back filling material should be clear

free from earth, clay clods, roots,

boulders, shingles etc.

(p) Top plug;

• The top plug of M15 concrete is

generally provided for a thickness of

about 0.6m beneath the well cap and

on top of compacted sand.

Fig 34. Concreting of

bottom plug using tremie

pipe and hopper.

Fig 35. Sand filling

(q) Construction of Well Cap:

• Well cap is a slab resting over steining. The

top of well cap is usually kept at Low Water

Level (LWL).

• If top of well cap is at LWL, a suitable

cofferdam is made and dewatering is done.

• Now Reinforcement in the form of

longitudinal and vertical bars and that of pier

or abutment are laid as per drawing and

concreting of cap is done in continuous

Fig 36. Laying of Reinforcement for Well Cap.
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1. Challenges During Sinking of 

Wells

(a) Tilts and Shifts in Well

Foundation.

Horizontal displacement of the well

away from its desired position is called

shifting, while a slope against vertical

alignment is called tilting, both of which

are usually observed during the sinking

phase of well foundations. Improper care

can result in grave problems, and

eventual weakening of the well

foundations. Tilts and shifts are

monitored by checking the levels at

fixed gauge mark on opposite faces

along the axis of the well, against

reference pillars along the axes

established in advance. Difference in the

level is designated as the tilt along the

axis. It is the ratio of the difference in

level to the diameter of the well. Tilt and

shift recordings are maintained as per

format given in Appendix 1200/II of

MoRTH Specification. The maximum

tilt allowed in well foundations is 1 in

60. The shift in well foundation should

not be greater than 1% of the sunk

depth, beyond which, the well

foundation is considered as dangerously

unstable. In such cases, remedial

measures to rectify shifting and tilting

are employed.
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Fig 37. Shuttering for Well Cap

Fig 38. Casting of Well Cap.

(b) Sand Blowing.

Sinking operations in sandy strata run the risk of sand

gushing into the dredge hole, resulting in the sudden

sinking of the well. This phenomenon is referred to as

sand blowing, and can cause the well to crack,

complicating its repair process. It can also cause fatal

accidents, burying workers and machinery inside the well

under the sand. If sand blowing is suspected, dewatering

should be stopped, and machinery and men evacuated

from the well immediately. A large number of sandbags

are heaped outside the well-steining, while scrap gunny

bags and branches of trees full of green leaves are thrown

into the funnel. It may be minimized by pumping water

inside the dredge hole and by maintaining the inside water

higher than outside, or by addition of heavy kentledge.

(c) Well Sinking Through Stiff

Clay Strata. A stiff clay layer

encountered during well sinking can

result in a stationary well, which may

tilt due to the force of the horizontal

water current force. In such cases, the

soil in contact with the outer surface is

removed, while dewatering can be

done inside the dredge hole to reduce

buoyancy and effectively increasing

self-weight.
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Fig 39. Sudden sinking of well due to the phenomenon of sand blowing (sequence in 

clockwise direction

(d) Well Sinking Through Boulder Strata. Loose boulders can be dealt with using

standard grabbing and chiselling techniques. Underwater blasting is executed by experienced

divers in the case they are loosely cemented, while pneumatic sinking is resorted to in cases where

they are firmly cemented.

2. Rectifications of Tilt and Shift

(a) Eccentric Loading

An eccentric load is placed by constructing a loading platform on the higher side, resulting in

increased downward pressure on the higher side, thus rectifying the tilt. Greater the depth of

sinking, larger the eccentricity and the load.

Fig 40. Eccentric Loading on a Well Foundation
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Fig 41. Excavation on Higher Side

(b) Excavation on the Higher Side. Initial stages of well-sinking can be rectified by excavating

on the side opposite to the tilted side

(c) Water Jetting. Water jets, when forced towards the surface of the well, decrease skin

friction between the soil and the well surface, lowering the higher side to make the well

vertical.

Fig 42.  Water Jetting on the Higher Side

Fig 43. Pulling the Well Foundation

(d) Pulling the Well. Steel ropes can be employed to pull the well towards the higher side, but

can result in well shifting if improperly employed.
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Fig 44. Pushing Using Jacks

(f) Use of Struts. Further tilting can be prevented by providing struts as supports on the tilted

side of well.

Fig 45. Strutting the Well from Lower Side

(g) Excavation under the Cutting Edge. In

the case of hard strata soils, open-excavation is

carried out by first de-watering the well under the

cutting edge on the higher side. In cases wherein

dewatering is not possible, soil strata is loosened

using suitable equipment with the help of

professional divers.

(e) Pushing the Well. Hydraulic or mechanical jacks can be employed to push the well from the

lower side, but can result in well shifting if improperly executed

(h) Wood Sleepers under the Cutting

Edge. In the case of increasing

tilts, wooden sleepers are placed under

the cutting edge on the lower side, which

is removed after correction.

3. Conclusion. Well foundations provide a stable and reliable base with excellent lateral load

and moment-bearing capacity, but they are extremely time-consuming to execute and build. As a

result, they are being far-less utilized as before, due to unexpected delays and complications faced

during well-sinking, resulting in added costs and revision of designs. Advancement of technology

and the development of modern equipments have led to alternate construction techniques with

reduced usage of materials for foundations, energy consumption and environmental impact.

Advanced piling techniques reduce delay by eliminating complicated weather-dependent and risky

operations

Fig 46. Wood Sleeper Under the Cutting Edge
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Monthly Lecture Series

As part of the monthly lecture series, the 6th Lecture on “Basics of tunnels and design &

construction of departmental tunnels in BRO” and 7th Lecture on “Design & construction of well

foundation” were taken by Col Parikshit Mehra, SM, Cdr 42TF on 19 Oct 2022 and Shri NK Dixit,

SE (Civ), Dir (RBAT) on 24 Nov 2022 respectively. The lectures were conducted online through

VC. A total of around 800 officers and subordinates from HQ DGBR, 17 projects and sub-units

including TFs/RCCs/BCCs/Pl participated in the online lecture.

The past issues of the Newsletter of CoERBAT can be accessed in BRO website.
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